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INTRO  With a gospel feel  \( \frac{3}{8} \) (\( \text{d} = \text{ca. 92} \))
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C | Em | F | Gsus4 | G
---|-----|----|--------|-------|
We shall prepare our hearts for new love.

C | Em | F | Am/G | G
---|-----|----|-------|-------|
We shall prepare our eyes for the blinding light.

C | Em | F | G | Am
---|-----|----|-----|------|
We shall prepare our faith to break the dark of night.

F | Em | Dm | B♭13 | F/G | C/G | G | C | F/G
---|-----|-----|-------|------|------|----|----|-------|
We shall prepare the way of the Lord!

to Verses
We Shall Prepare

Verses 1, 2

Cantor

1. A voice strong and clear cries out in the night:
2. There shall be one who is to come,

Am G F Em Dm C Bb13 Gadd9

1. “Make straight the way of our God.”
2. Mightier than you or I.

Descant

2. We shall be changed with fire

Melody (Cantor)

1. Mountains bend low, the plains will rise up to the
2. We shall be changed, baptized with fire of the
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VERSE 3

*Cantor

3. Children of God, come change your

Melody/All

3. Children of God, come change your

*Suggested improvisation only. Cantor may sing melody as in previous verses.
We shall prepare, prepare, prepare! 

Of-f-fer your hand, of-f-fer your hand, of-f-fer your hand and your hand, and your hand, and your hand.

We offer your hand, offer your hand to the people, the people of your hand, and your hand, and your hand.

3. God! God! God! We shall prepare, prepare, prepare!
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We shall prepare our hearts for new love. We shall prepare our hearts for new love.

We shall prepare our eyes for his blinding light. We shall prepare our eyes for the blinding light.

We shall prepare our faith to break the C

We shall prepare our faith to break the
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We shall prepare the way of the Lord.

We shall prepare the dark of night.

We shall prepare the way of the Lord.

We shall prepare the way of the Lord.

We shall prepare the way of the Lord.
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We shall prepare our hearts for new love. We shall prepare our eyes for the blinding light. We shall prepare our faith to break the dark of night. We shall prepare the way of the Lord!
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